
Magic Square designed by Henrik Asbjorn

Magic Square is a shelving system inspired by the children game that is carrying the same 
name. The Magic Square system offers a variety of playful changes and can be used in offi ce 
environments, at home or as a display system.

The system is based on the wall mounted panels (1900x380mm) where elements such as 
boxes, shelves and a worktop surface can be slid in. The panels can be mounted vertical or 
horizontal, single or as a section covering a hole wall.

Material: Panel CNC milled plywood which comes in different top veneers. The Box   
  is also made from plywood with different top veneers. 

Dimension: Panel 1900*380mm. Box 380*380mm



Hula-Hoop designed by Henrik Asbjørn

The colored lamp shades rotate like a Hula-Hoop 
ring around the frosted diffuser. Rotate it in order 
to change the light effect and appearance of the 
lamp.

Material:  injection molded acrylic, metal base,  
  and compact fl uorescent bulb.

Mamba designed by Henrik Asbjorn

Mamba is a magazine holder that sneaks up on you. The humors accessory has three pockets and 
long tail in which you can place newspapers and magazines. The long tail that lays fl at on the ground 
can be used for stacking books or magazines on.  

Material:  The crawling magazine keeper is made in aluminum and cowered in 100% wool. It   
  comes in green, dark grey or red.

Dimension:  340*800 mm 



LightPlay designed by Henrik Asbjørn

You can play with the light and take a light play of “four in a row”.

The game zone is on an acrylic cylinder and the change of colored acrylic counters changes the 
light. Just lift up the shade and start all over or “redesign” the lamp. The counters come in 6 
different colors. 

Material:  The shade is made in injection molded or extruded acrylic. The base is die cast  
  aluminum.

Dimension: 280*110mm

Willow designed by Henrik Asbjørn

A poetic coat hanger inspired by bamboo and willows. 
The coats hang on the end of carbon poles which will 
sway slightly, like wind in the willows. The different 
weight of jackets will make the appearance change; 
some jackets will hang low and others high.

Material:  A concrete base holds the ultra light 8  
  mm carbon poles in place.

Dimension:  Base 380*380mm. Total height   
  1850mm. 



Stain-less is more designed by Henrik Asbjørn

A sleek and organic coffee table made from only one material. The aim was to create a table with 
a thin, light and fragile appearance meanwhile the actual material makes it very solid and robust. 

Material:  The table is made of one piece of laser cut 8 mm stainless steel plate. The table is  
  matt on the outside and polished on the inside. The weight of 75 kg makes   
  this table hard to steal, diffi cult to stain and virtually impossible to break.

Dimension:  750*415*1350mm


